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• Like the rhumb lines of medieval portolan 
charts, tags express flat relationships

• They are a shorthand for navigating points of 
interest visually (like the coastal landmarks 
indicated on portolan charts)



Cartographic metaphors / non-
hierarchical models of 

organization

“Smithson suggests his awareness of the 
process by which geological survey maps 
are generated from the stacking and 
overlapping of aerial photographic 
negatives” (Renolds, 2003, p. 141).



A Surd View for an Afternoon
(1970)

Pluralism and the polyvocal discourses of 
contemporary art communities



Vocabulary and sensemaking: “bridging 
the semantic gap” (Trant, 2006)



Learning from the experts: harnessing the 
latent potential of selfish searching

• Initially, the FADIS Working 
Group explored the possibility of 
bridging the divide between the 
professional discourse of art 
historians and the vocabularies 
employed by students and non-
specialist users by creating 
mechanisms for faculty to 
submit “expert tags.” These can 
be added to the “Subject” field 
of records in the general 
database.

• Faculty also have the option of 
describing images uploaded to 
their Portfolio.





Classification is always 
subjective

• Cataloguers can learn to match access points to the 
curriculum, but they cannot speak for teaching faculty

• Empowering faculty to contribute their own keywords 
to describe unique materials and materials in their 
personal collections is essential for capturing 
complete metadata





It’s a go!

• FADIS tagger launched November 30, 2006
• Allows heterogeneous communities to share 

personal descriptors across institutions



























Crossing the desert: 
overcoming the “cold start”

problem
• Challenges associated 

with communicating the 
value of tags to faculty 
and colleagues

• Soliciting user 
participation and 
feedback

• Employing student 
assistants to add tags



Tags generated by work-study assistants 
with limited domain-specific knowledge 

reveal a remarkable sensitivity to 
generic/perceptual attributes or “levels”















Co-occurrence of terms: consistency, 
“voice” and inspiration



Redundancy











Student feedback







Thinking forward
• Defining what “relevance” means in the local 

context(s) can be a barrier to assessment, 
particularly if you are serving multiple client 
groups: researchers often assume that users 
are searching for a specific work (e.g., Enser 
and McGregor [1992] found that 70% of 
requests submitted to the Hulton Deutch CD 
Collection were for specific images), whereas 
Graham (2004) notes that “some do not want 
specific images but want to browse for 
inspiration” [my emphasis] (p. 321). However, 
inspiration is difficult to measure.



• Disambiguation tools
• Filtering: refining advanced search options for users 

(filtering user-contributed tags and controlled 
vocabulary, filtering by user [student/faculty?]

• Incorporating feedback mechanisms: listening to 
users and colleagues

• Navigation tools: clouds, recently added terms, etc.
• Information literacy services and tools: 

announcements, guides and presentations are 
essential communication channels

• Securing the buy-in of your colleagues is essential 
for effective communication with users
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